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Abstract There are marked individual differences in children's temperamental styles—
differences thought to be constitutionally determined in part. The importance of tempera-
mental features is evident in their links with various forms of psychopathology and in
their effects on the manner in which other people respond to the child. For these and other
reasons it has rightly come to be accepted that greater attention needs to be paid to
temperamental issues in consideration of the processes of development, children's
responses to stress situations, and the genesis of emotional, behavioural and learning
disorders. However, major conceptual, methodological and theoretical problems remain.
Problems of measurement are considered in terms of the relativity of measures, whether
or not to take social context into account, the functional equivalence of measures at
different ages, the circumstances to use in assessing temperament, the choice of measuring
instrument and the categorization of temperamental features. The issues involved in the
meaning of temperamental differences are discussed with respect to consistency, develop-
mental change, genetic influences, brain damage and mental retardation, sex differences
and the mechanisms by which temperamental variables exert their effects.

The general concept of temperament goes back to at least mediaeval times,
when it was used to refer to a person's mental disposition, as determined by
the combination of the four cardinal humours. Its usage today retains much of
that emphasis. That is, the term usually implies reference to the basic
elements of behavioural functioning rather than to complex or idiosyncratic
aspects of a person's emotional or social style; the concept applies to those
elements that show substantial consistency over time and over space; and it is
assumed that, to a considerable extent, the elements are constitutionally
determined. Most notably, temperament refers to a preponderant style in
how an individual does things or how he or she responds to people and to
situations, rather than to what the individual does (i.e. the content of
behaviour), or to why he or she does it (i.e. motivation), or to the behavioural
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capacities or abilities that he or she manifests (Thomas & Chess 1977). Temperamental characteristics are abstractions, rather than directly observable discrete behaviours (Rutter et al 1964), and the questions with which we need to start therefore concern the empirical evidence that justifies the abstraction and shows its utility.

Although the concepts and terms are centuries old, the scientific study of temperamental attributes began much more recently. Gesell's (1937) analysis of film records of children—to assess characteristics such as activity level or energy output, adaptability, and liveliness of emotional expression—constituted one of the earliest studies. He concluded that . . . 'certain fundamental traits of individuality, whatever their origin, exist early, persist late and assert themselves under varying environmental conditions'. This view contrasted starkly with the prevailing popular impression that all young babies were much alike and that individual differences in early childhood were of little importance. Over the next two decades, a steady trickle of studies indicated important individual differences in a wide range of behavioural functions in infancy and early childhood. Then, a most important stimulus to research on temperament came from the New York longitudinal study started by S. Chess, A. Thomas and H. G. Birch in the mid-1950s. One of their early papers (Chess et al 1959) included the statement . . . 'We believe that the data indicate that the individual specific reaction pattern appears in the first few months of life, persists in a stable form thereafter, and significantly influences the nature of the child's response to all environmental events, including child care practices'. In subsequent years they somewhat modified their claims regarding temporal consistency, but the findings from their longitudinal study (see Thomas & Chess 1977) have otherwise generally supported their initial hypotheses on the importance of individual differences in temperamental characteristics. Moreover, as shown by a variety of recent reviews (Rutter 1977, Dunn 1980, Keogh & Pullis 1980, Bates 1980)—as well as by the papers in this symposium—the claims and findings from the New York study stimulated a mass of research by other investigators. We are consequently in a much stronger position now than we were 20 years ago to assess the concept of temperament. In reviewing what we know, we need to sharpen the hypotheses and clarify the issues in order to consider the utility of the current notions, and to identify the empirical questions and theoretical problems that remain to be tackled.

The utility of the concept of temperament

The empirical evidence that points to the utility of the concept of temperament may be considered under three main headings: (a) the demonstration of
behavioural individuality; (b) the findings on constitutional determinants; and (c) the predictive power of temperamental measures for children’s development of disorder and for children’s responses to potentially stressful situations.

**Behavioural individuality**

The question of behavioural individuality can be quickly dealt with in view of the entirely consistent and extensive data showing that, far from all infants being the same, babies and young children differ strikingly in their behavioural characteristics (Buss & Plomin 1975, Rutter 1977, Bates 1980, Dunn 1980, Keogh & Pullis 1980). This has been shown, for example, for features as varied as activity level, autonomic reactivity, fussiness or irritability, soothability, visual alertness, regularity of sleep-wake patterns, adaptability to change and social responsiveness. Moreover, numerous investigators have shown that these characteristics can be measured reliably by questionnaire, interview, and by observational and mechanical means.

**Constitutional basis**

The question of the ‘constitutional’ basis of these individual differences raises more complex matters. The utility of the concept of temperament does not depend on the demonstration that it has its origins in genetically determined or any other kind of constitutional factors. If consistent individual differences in temperamental style were found, and these differences reliably predicted how children would respond to stressful situations, or how their course of later personality development would proceed, or whether they were likely to develop psychiatric problems, it would not matter if it were shown also that a child’s temperament was largely shaped by early life experiences. In that case, temperament would still be viewed as a relatively enduring individual characteristic that reflected the personal qualities that a child brought to any new experience he or she encountered. The behavioural features would be ‘constitutional’ in the sense that they reflected an intrinsic aspect of personal functioning, even though their origins were experiential rather than genetic. Nevertheless, most workers have considered it important to claim and to demonstrate that temperament has a substantial genetic component.

The evidence on this point is limited and not free from difficulties. Even so, the empirical findings from twin studies (see Buss & Plomin 1975, Torgersen & Kringlen 1978, Matheny 1980, Goldsmith & Gottesman 1981) are reasonably consistent in showing that genetic factors play a significant part in
individual variability for at least some temperamental features. This is most
evident, perhaps, for activity level and task orientation, but it applies in
varying degree to many other characteristics.

Another key aspect of the 'constitutional' notion concerns the consistency
of temperamental functioning over time and space. If a feature is to be
considered 'constitutional', it might be expected that the individual should
exhibit the attribute in similar fashion across a range of different situations
and over lengthy periods of time. In fact, this supposition is not quite so
self-evident as it appears at first sight (a point to which I will return), but the
evidence on consistency is still of some relevance. Several longitudinal studies
have examined the question of temporal stability (Buss & Plomin 1975,
Thomas & Chess 1977, Moss & Susman 1980) and found that children's
temperamental style shows substantial consistency over periods of several
months up to a year or so, but that correlations extending over several years
between the pre-school period and middle childhood are generally quite low.
The question of consistency across situations is at least as important, but there
is surprisingly little evidence on the matter. There is moderate, but not high,
agreement between measures based on parental reports, teacher reports and
direct observations (Dunn & Kendrick 1980, Billman & McDevitt 1980, Buss
et al 1980). The overall evidence therefore suggests that temperamental
characteristics show some features associated with 'constitutional' variables.

Prediction to other aspects of functioning

The evidence considered so far partly substantiates the notion that the
abstraction of temperament has some validity, but it does not attest to its
utility. That is shown by the power of temperamental measures as predictors
of how children are likely to respond in various situations. It is that power
that provides the main reason for regarding temperament as a crucial variable
for any research in the field of developmental psychopathology.

The relevant evidence falls under three main headings. Firstly, it has been
shown that children with amodal temperamental characteristics on such
variables as irregularity of functioning, negative mood, non-adaptability, high
emotional intensity, and low fastidiousness have a substantially increased risk
of developing emotional or behavioural disorders during the next few years
(see reviews by Rutter 1977, Keogh & Pullis 1980). This has been found in
groups of children that might be considered both low risk (Rutter et al 1964,
Thomas & Chess 1977) and high risk (Graham et al 1973) in terms of their
psychosocial situation. There is also evidence linking temperamental attrib-
utes with scholastic performance (see Keogh & Pullis 1980).

Secondly, it has been found that a child's temperamental features consti-
tute an important predictor of how that child will respond to the birth of a sibling. Dunn et al (1981) found that high emotional intensity and a tendency towards negative mood were the two temperamental features associated with adverse reactions. Little is known about the importance of temperamental variables with respect to children's responses to other potentially stressful life situations or to changes of circumstances requiring adaptation of some kind, but there are various pointers to their probable relevance (see Rutter 1981a).

Thirdly, several naturalistic and experimental studies have shown that the behavioural characteristics of children have an important effect in determining how other people respond to them (see Rutter 1977, Dunn 1980). Children with different temperamental features elicit different behaviours from those with whom they interact. For example, in our study of families with a mentally ill parent, we found that children with adverse temperamental characteristics were twice as likely as other children to be the target of parental criticism (Rutter 1978). In contrast, easily adaptable children tended to be protected even in a stressful home environment, precisely because much of the hostility and discord was focused on other members of the family. Similarly, it has been found that weak malnourished children receive less parental attention than well-fed children and, probably because they elicit more caretaking, highly active babies are less likely to show developmental retardation in a depriving institutional environment (see Rutter 1977). Dunn found, in addition, that children's reactivity in infancy was linked with maternal responsiveness to them a year later (see Dunn 1980).

The temperamental qualities brought by a child to the interactions and situations that he or she encounters therefore play an important part in determining how that encounter proceeds and whether it is likely to result in the development of some form of maladaptive response or emotional-behavioural disturbance. The empirical evidence on those points provides ample justification for regarding the concept of temperament as theoretically important and practically useful.

Problems in measurement

The most immediate issue that bedevils the study of temperament concerns the question of how to measure temperament—not necessarily which particular instrument or measuring device to use but, rather, how to conceptualize and operationalize the characteristics to be assessed.

Relativity

For example, some problems stem from the use of relative rather than
absolute measures. Nearly all instruments (other than strictly quantitative bits of gadgetry, such as actometers or stabilimeters to assess activity level) compare children with other children on some behavioural feature. For example, the parental questionnaire developed by the New York group (Thomas & Chess 1977) includes items such as 'my child splashes hard in the bath and plays actively' or 'if my child is angry or annoyed, he gets over it quickly' or 'my child is highly sensitive to changes in the brightness or dimness of light'. Adverbs such as 'hard', 'actively', 'quickly' or 'highly' all demand a knowledge of what is the 'norm'. Almost inevitably, a person's norm consists of other children of the same age that he or she happens to know. The consequence is that little confidence can be placed on comparisons across ages or across sociocultural groups. A lack of difference may simply mean that the person who is rating the child has adjusted the ratings to a different set of norms.

On the other hand, for some purposes, a relative measure may be more useful, provided that there is a known and constant norm. Thus, age-standardized Intelligence Quotient scores are used to remove the massive effects of age. As Kagan (1980) points out: 'When text books say that children's intelligence is stable from 5 to 10 years of age, they do not mean that cognitive ability is stable; it is not. They mean that the differences in test scores among a cohort of children remain stable, despite dramatic changes in the abilities that accompany growth'.

Social context

Whether or not to take social context into account constitutes a further variant of the same issue. For example, which is the higher activity level—wandering around aimlessly on the wing in a soccer match or fidgeting and squirming vigorously in a chair in front of the television set? The first may well involve greater energy output, but that is a function of the demands of the situation rather than of how the child responds to it. However, the situation may well reflect the child's choice of activities that suit his or her temperamental style. Precisely how to deal with social context, within a single narrow age span, is not obvious; it is even more difficult across age periods—the content of the activities of a 14-week-old baby bear little resemblance to those of a 14-year-old adolescent.

Functional equivalence

A third question concerns the issue of functional equivalence. Crying in a six-month-old and crying in a 16-year-old, for example, are both real
reflections of emotional expression. But do they have the same functional meaning, and is it sensible to regard correlations between the two as if they were reflections of continuity or discontinuity in development? Conversely, because behaviours appear different in form, does it follow that in functional (or genotypic) terms they are dissimilar? Obviously not (see Kagan 1980, Moss & Susman 1980)—developmental changes may modify or alter the particular manner in which a characteristic is manifest. But how does one determine what is functional equivalence for temperamental features?

**Situations for measurement**

A further issue stems from the question of which situations or circumstances to use when attempting to assess temperament. Is it preferable to measure an individual's temperamental qualities in terms of his or her response to new situations or new demands or, rather, is it better to assess them in terms of his or her behaviour in more habitual circumstances? Of course, some characteristics (such as adaptability) can be assessed only in relation to new situations because it is the nature of the child's response to novelty that reflects the characteristic. But that does not necessarily apply to other characteristics (such as emotional intensity). On the other hand, the routine of day-to-day activities may reduce the opportunity for individuality to be shown. But how does one decide what is novel? Is an outing to Hyde Park novel because previous outings have been to St. James' Park or do the park-like qualities of each make them comparable and hence non-novel? Is the coming of a different baby-sitter a new experience, or does it matter whether the child has previously had one or 43 baby-sitters?

**Measuring instrument**

Having decided on the answers to these questions, one faces the further issue of what sort of measuring instrument to use—should it be direct observation, questionnaire, interview or some form of mechanical measurement? The crucial point here concerns the need to sample behaviour over a wide range of situations and over a reasonably long span of time. Obviously, it would be pointless to attempt to assess adaptability or regularity of functioning on a single episode, because the very definition of the variable requires knowledge of a person's behaviour over time.

It was this consideration that led the New York group to choose the parent as the observer. They argued that the parent represented a potential source of
extensive direct observations of the child over many situations and over a prolonged time and, hence, that if this experience could be adequately assessed it would constitute a rich and economical source of information on temperamental style. They, and those of us who have utilized interview measures (see Graham et al. 1973, Thomas & Chess 1977), have relied on careful questioning about actual behaviour (rather than generalizations about supposed traits), and on detailed descriptions of specific examples in order to get an account of what the child actually does—an account that is as free from the biases of selective reporting or attitudinally influenced pre-judgements as skilled questioning can make it. There is no doubt that this method provides vivid and detailed accounts of temperamental style which give rise to measures that reflect individuality in the way intended.

There are, however, three main queries regarding interview assessments. The first concerns the validity of the reports. Do the differences in temperament reported by mothers simply reflect biased perceptions of their children? Dunn & Kendrick (1980) have investigated this issue, comparing mother’s and observer’s ratings and contrasting each with detailed observational measures. On the whole, the results are reassuring in that they indicate satisfactory validity for most variables. It seems most unlikely that the differences are solely a function of biased perceptions, but more data are required before firm conclusions should be drawn.

The second query concerns the fact that the mother’s information is necessarily limited to situations when she has been present. With older children, this is likely to mean that she has not observed behaviour in many of the situations of most interest. With pre-school children, of course, this is not as much of a problem, provided that the mother is the main caretaker (but it would be a problem with children in full-time day-care). However, to an important extent, everyone’s behaviour is relatively situation-specific (see Mischel 1979, Bem & Funder 1978, Epstein 1979). The reported behaviour of the child may therefore be influenced as much by the pressure stemming from the family interaction patterns as by any qualities intrinsic to the child. The only satisfactory solution to that problem is to tap the child’s behaviour by interviewing more than one informant. The third query stems from the fact that this form of detailed interviewing with cross-questioning and the eliciting of multiple examples is immensely time-consuming. Could not the whole process be streamlined by using a standard questionnaire?

Several investigators have developed questionnaires that show as much individuality as do the interview measures, with moderately satisfactory re-test reliability and with reasonable agreement between the scores on questionnaires completed by mothers and by fathers (see e.g. Persson-Blennow & McNeil 1979, Bates et al. 1979). So far, so good—but there remains the major concern about whether questionnaires are more prone
than interviews to the effects of perceptual or attitudinal distortions. The data on this point are sparse indeed but Bates et al (1979) found not only a low level of agreement between questionnaire measures and observational measures but also that the questionnaire measures showed associations with maternal characteristics whereas the observational measures did not. As this group points out, their finding is open to several different interpretations, depending in part on the weight attached to the observational data. The question of possible biases in questionnaire completion remains open and the matter requires further study.

Observational measures constitute a third possibility for the measurement of temperament. In some respects, they are more objective than either interview or questionnaire measures but they are the most time-consuming of all methods and are severely limited in their scope. By their nature, they can sample only one situation at a time and only certain sorts of situations at that. Because there are important situation-specificities in people's behaviour, it is only by taking multiple samples of behaviour that the investigator can maximize the chances of obtaining a valid appraisal of general response dispositions or temperamental attributes (Epstein 1979). For this reason, although observational data constitute valuable checks on interview and questionnaire measures, they cannot necessarily be assumed to constitute validating criteria and it is unlikely that they will prove to be the best general means of assessing temperamental features.

**Categorization of temperamental features**

Several questions need to be raised here but I shall focus on just three. The first is whether to concentrate on variations within the normal range or to focus on the few individuals showing extreme patterns. In an attempt to improve the psychometric properties of temperamental measures some investigators have rejected items applying to only small proportions of the population (Persson-Blennow & McNeil 1979) but perhaps it is precisely those extremes that predict best. The possibility requires examination.

The next two questions—how far to reduce the separate temperamental variables to a smaller number of factors or summary measures, and what criterion to use in deciding this matter—are most conveniently considered together. Different investigators have given different answers. Garside et al (1975) argued that the intercorrelations between the items (as reflected in a principal components analysis) should constitute the criterion. That is a statistically tidy solution, but is it sensible? I would suggest that it is not, for three rather different reasons: (a) especially with a questionnaire the intercor-
relations are strongly influenced by the particular constructs (organization of ideas regarding behaviour) used by the rater; (b) the specific factors obtained tend to vary according to the statistical method employed and the sample studied (for example, the New York group derived factors of strikingly different composition); and (c) the fact that particular items intercorrelate with each other in a normal population may have little bearing on the grouping of items that predict best how an individual will respond to stress situations, or indeed to any other kind of outcome variable such as cognitive impairment, learning difficulties, or the development of psychiatric disorders (see e.g. Dunn et al 1981, Rutter et al 1964, Graham et al 1973, Hertzig 1982).

An alternative approach is to consider each of the many possible temperamental variables separately. This method has been followed by most investigators, at least as the first step in statistical analysis. It has paid off in so far as individual temperamental attributes have proved useful predictors for various sorts of outcome (see the last group of references cited above). On the other hand, in several investigations particular clusters or patterns of characteristics have proved much better predictors than any single characteristic.

This repeated finding has led to a third approach—namely, the development of various composite measures such as the 'temperamental adversity' index (Rutter 1978), the 'difficult child' index (Thomas Chess 1977, Hertzig 1982) and 'temperament risk' scores (Cameron 1978). Again, this approach has proved useful for predicting the development of emotional–behavioural problems. Nevertheless, it would be quite premature to regard any of these measures as having solved the question of how to categorize temperament. In the first place, although most of the composite measures are broadly similar, they differ in certain crucial respects and it remains uncertain which is superior. Secondly, empirical findings show that it is not always the same temperamental features that are crucial. Thus, for example, Schaffer (1966) found that high activity level was protective in a depriving institutional environment; Dunn et al (1981) found mood variables to be the best predictors of children's responses to the birth of a sibling; and Graham et al (1973) found irregularity, lack of malleability and low fastidiousness to be the attributes associated with the development of emotional–behavioural disorder in the children of mentally ill parents. It should not be assumed that the categorization of temperament that proves most effective for one purpose or in one situation will be equally effective in others. Nor should it be assumed that composite scores will always be more powerful than single variables (although it is likely that this will often be so). Nevertheless, the strategy of considering the categorization of temperament in terms of the groupings that best predict different sorts of outcome does seem worthwhile.
Implications of temperamental differences

Consistency

The question of consistency, of course, extends far beyond the issue of temperamental attributes in terms of the vigorous clashes over the last dozen years between trait theories and situationism theories. On the one hand, it has been argued that people's behaviour is highly inconsistent over time and place, being largely determined by situational factors (Mischel 1968). On the other, it has been asserted that genetically determined, semi-permanent personality dispositions play a major part in ensuring that people do behave consistently (Eysenck 1970). It is now clear that both extremes in these views must be rejected. The importance of personality traits is shown by the great individual variation in people's responses to any one situation, but the need to invoke environmental determinants is equally evident in the extent to which any person's mode of functioning alters from situation to situation (see Bem & Funder 1978, Epstein 1979). However, it is not sufficient to regard both the traits and the situations as important; a further question concerns the extent to which the two interact predictably (see Bem & Funder 1978). It would be misleadingly limiting to regard temperament as the reflection of the degree of similarity in a person's behaviour across all situations. Rather, some of the key aspects of temperament may concern the degree to which a person can adapt or modify his or her behaviour according to different environmental demands, or a person's vulnerability to certain kinds of stressors, or a tendency to respond in an unusual way to specific environments. These various kinds of ordinal and disordinal interaction effects* have been little explored up to now but the knowledge that they may be important in relation to temperamental variables has serious implications for the way in which we both assess temperament and analyse its effects.

Developmental change

The first reports from the New York study (Chess et al 1959) claimed that temperamental patterns were established in the first few months of life and remained stable thereafter. However, these workers' own empirical findings

---

*Ordinal interaction means that one variable (e.g. temperament) influences the degree to which a person responds to another variable (e.g. some environmental stressor) without altering the direction or type of response. In contrast, disordinal interaction means that the first variable alters the direction of response, so that some people react in one manner whereas others show an opposite response to the same second variable.
(Thomas & Chess 1977), as well as those of others, have been consistent in showing near-zero correlations from the first year of life to age five years onwards. There are various reasons why early infancy measures are likely to show little continuity with measures in later childhood (Rutter 1970). It should be noted especially that temperamental attributes in the first few months of life tend to show less of a genetic component than do the same attributes in later infancy or early childhood (Torgersen & Kringlen 1978, Matheny 1980); and whereas temperamental variables at age three or four years have generally shown significant associations with psychiatric risk, those in the first year of life often have not (see Rutter et al 1964, Cameron 1978). Nevertheless, temperamental attributes, even at age two, three or four years have usually been found to correlate at a very modest level ($r \approx 0.3$) with those assessed in middle childhood. Where does that leave the notion of an enduring temperamental style? Of course, life experiences of various kinds are likely to play their part in shaping temperament and these influences will, necessarily, reduce consistency over time. But the direction and degree of developmental change themselves may be genetically conditioned—as shown by the finding from the Louisville twin study (Matheny & Dolan 1975, Wilson 1977). In addition, as noted already, phenotypic expression may alter its form over the course of development so that the simple correlation of like behaviour with like behaviour may not constitute the most appropriate test for temperamental consistency.

**Genetic influences**

Up to now, the evidence regarding genetic influences on temperament has stemmed from a small number of twin studies, each based on rather different measures (not all of which have been entirely adequate for the assessment of temperament). However, there are particular problems in the use of twins for temperamental studies if interview or questionnaire measures are used. Because the measures are relative, because many parents like to emphasize the individuality of each twin, and because the other twin tends to constitute the main comparison for ratings, it is unlikely that the degree of difference within twin pairs (monozygotic or dizygotic) will be on the same scale as that between siblings or between unrelated children. There is a great need to utilize other genetic designs in addition to the twin method but, whatever the design, it will be important to examine the possibility that the genetic contribution concerns the overall pattern of temperamental functioning as much as the variation on each separate attribute.
Brain damage and mental retardation

Although some published reports suggest that brain damage or mental retardation may be associated with a distinctive pattern of temperamental functioning, there has been little systematic study of the matter (see Thomas & Chess 1977). It is apparent already that both retarded and brain-damaged children exhibit as wide a variety of temperamental characteristics as do normal children, and that few differences are found when individual temperamental features are considered. However, Hertzig's (1982) longitudinal study of low-birthweight infants has shown a significant association between abnormalities on a neurological examination and the 'difficult child' temperamental pattern. It is well established that brain damage and mental retardation carry a markedly increased psychiatric risk, and the possibility that this increased risk is due in part to an effect on the pattern of temperamental functioning warrants further study.

Sex differences

Numerous studies have shown that psychiatric disorder is substantially more common in boys than girls; also it has been found repeatedly that boys are more susceptible than girls to emotional–behavioural problems in association with family discord and disruption (Rutter 1981b). The reasons for this greater vulnerability of boys remain rather obscure but it would seem plausible that sex-linked temperamental differences might play a part. Accordingly, it seems surprising that most investigations have reported few, if any, significant sex differences in temperamental variables. However, the negative findings may be a consequence of looking at each attribute separately rather than examining composite scores associated with psychiatric risk. The question of possible sex differences in overall temperamental pattern requires further study.

Modes of operation of temperament

Perhaps the most fundamental question concerns the manner and mechanisms by which temperamental variables exert their effect. As we have seen, temperamental attributes are important predictors not only of how children respond to 'stress' situations but also of the likelihood that they will develop various types of emotional and behavioural disorder. But what do these statistical associations mean in terms of underlying mechanisms, and why are children with particular temperamental patterns more at risk than those with
other temperamental features? Cameron (1978) used the geological metaphor of temperament reflecting ‘fault lines’ in the emerging personality so that behavioural ‘earthquakes’ arise in those children with ‘fault lines’ who experience environmental strains. However, this analogy seems both inapt and unhelpful. Why should particular temperamental patterns be regarded as ‘faulty’ and in what way do they put the child at risk? Dunn (1980) and Rutter (1977) suggest that children’s temperamental differences may influence development through several mechanisms—including effects of these differences on how other people respond to and interact with the child; the shaping of life experiences; the determining of what is an effective environment for the child; the reflection of the child’s social adaptive capacity i.e. malleability and adaptability in responding to altered environmental circumstances; and the rather imprecise concept of psychological vulnerability. There is a certain amount of empirical support for each of these mechanisms but the issues remain little explored up to now. We do not know, for example, how temperamental variables relate to psychophysiological measures such as autonomic reactivity or to styles of coping with stress situations.

Finally, we have only a limited understanding of the role of temperament in personality development. We use the term ‘temperament’ in childhood rather than ‘personality’ and we talk of the importance of temperamental variables in shaping the emerging personality, but just what does that mean? What is the relationship between temperamental attributes such as intensity of emotional expression and personality variables such as extraversion and neuroticism? Do the differences in terminology merely reflect differences in the concepts of the workers who introduced these various terms or are there basic developmental processes and changes that the different terms reflect?

Conclusions

As this brief review has emphasized, the last decade has seen a burgeoning of interest in temperament. There has been an accompanying substantial growth in our knowledge and understanding of the importance of temperamental differences. Temperament constitutes a variable of considerable predictive power in developmental psychopathology, a power with both practical and theoretical implications. But many difficult issues and problems still require resolution.
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DISCUSSION

Werry: You discussed only briefly the issue of the difference between temperament and personality. While it may be true that the study of children’s temperament is relatively recent, that is not true of personality, for which sophisticated methods of analysis have long been available. What do you see as the fundamental difference between temperament and personality? Is temperament simply another name for personality when applied to children?

Rutter: I’m not sure, but it is striking that the two bodies of published work scarcely overlap or cross-reference. Temperament has tended to focus on rather specific aspects of behavioural style, rather than on general concepts such as neuroticism, extraversion and the like. Undoubtedly the two approaches should be brought together.

Werry: Many people believe still that personality is, primarily, constitutionally determined. But even if one eschews the question of aetiology, I think that temperament and personality are the same thing and that we are serving up old wine in new bottles. There is resistance to the concept of personality as a stable thing in children, who are supposed to be malleable, and thus a different term has been coined.

Thomas: One of the problems is what we mean by ‘personality’. Although there is some consistency about what temperament means, for every 10
people involved in a discussion about personality one can obtain 15 definitions. There is a wide difference between the constitutional approach to personality and the psychodynamic approach, and that is where the problem lies. We ought to reach a consensus about the meaning of personality so that we can study it in relation to temperament.

_ Berger:_ I believe that the issues involved in definitions of personality and of temperament are much more complex than that, as I shall be discussing later in my paper (p 176-190).

_ Hsu:_ Cross-cultural studies sometimes give useful clues to answering the issues that Professor Rutter has raised about understanding temperament (see also p 113-119).

_ Rutter:_ There are, of course, opportunities to examine cultural differences even within the same country. Jerry Kagan's work on day care (Kagan et al 1978) showed striking temperamental differences between Chinese-American children and white American children. That result is interesting because the measures used in the two groups were the same, and one can be reasonably confident that they meant the same thing. The origins of those differences remain obscure, but I agree that cross-cultural studies are potentially very useful.

_ Hsu:_ The validity of studying sufficient numbers of comparable groups of children in different countries, with standardized instruments (i.e. methods of measurement), has already been established by Wolff (1973) as a means of highlighting the constitutional origin of neonates' reactions to alcohol. For instance, by using the same method, we may be able to see the similarities and dissimilarities between Chinese infants born and raised in the United States and in Taiwan.

_ Thomas:_ You mentioned, Professor Rutter, that boys surprisingly showed no significant differences in temperament from girls (Thomas & Chess 1977), even though the two sexes differ in rates of behavioural disorder. A reasonable hypothesis to explain this would be that even if the temperaments of boys and girls are similar, the reactions of people in the environment—parents and others—to the same temperamental characteristics in boys and in girls may be very different. This reaction may be crucial in accounting for the difference.

_ Rutter:_ Indeed it may. I raised the issue because of the striking disparity between the highly consistent differences between boys and girls, in almost any measure of psychopathology, and the contrasting responses of boys and girls to stress situations. A variety of behavioural measures also highlight striking differences between the sexes. It seems curious that, in most studies, temperamental differences between boys and girls are, on the whole, small. I remain unconvinced, however, that the different responses of people to boys and to girls is wholly a matter of cultural expectations rather than responses
'shaped' by actual differences in the characteristics of boys and girls. Some studies (Bell & Carver 1980, Smith & Lloyd 1978) have examined mother's responses to babies, in an attempt to differentiate the effects of cultural expectation and of the impact of sex differences in the babies' behaviour. The ingenious experimental strategy used for this purpose involved getting mothers to play with male and female babies presented in either sex-appropriate or cross-sex clothes and names. In this way it was possible to determine whether the mothers' style of interaction was most influenced by the perceived (but wrong) or the actual (but not perceived) sex of the child. The findings are not wholly consistent but they seem to demonstrate both expectational differences and differences that stem from the actual behaviour of the child. But this field has only just begun to be explored.

Wilson: In opposite-sexed twin-pairs that we have observed, there is a clear difference between the boys and the girls by the age of two years: the boys are generally more physically active, and this cannot be fully explained by parental expectation.

Hsu: In studies that have reported few sex differences, I suspect that the sample size was not large enough. In our study of children aged 3–7 years (Chen 1981) we found that in five of the nine temperamental categories described by Thomas & Chess (1977)—activity, intensity, mood, persistence, and distractibility—there were significant sex differences (see Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperament categories</th>
<th>Male children (n = 997)</th>
<th>Female children (n = 934)</th>
<th>t value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythmicity</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>4.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach/Withdrawal</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>4.84</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>3.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mood</td>
<td>4.76</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>3.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distractibility</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; Student's t-test: degrees of freedom, 1930: t_{0.05} = 1.96; t_{0.01} = 2.58

Rutter: Sample size is certainly one vital feature, and your sample must be one of the largest available. A further issue is whether one is looking at the relevant variables.